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South African 16 year olds experience greater health equality than children
ABSTRACT

Despite the strongly established link between socio-economic status (SES) and health across most stages of the life-course, the evidence for a socio-economic gradient in adolescent health outcomes is less consistent. This paper examines associations between household, school, and neighbourhood SES measures with body composition outcomes in 16 year old South African Black urban adolescents from the 1990 born Birth to Twenty (Bt20) cohort. Multiple regression analyses were applied to data from a sub-sample of the Bt20 cohort (n=346, 53% male) with measures taken at birth and 16 years of age to establish socio-economic, biological and demographic predictors of fat mass, lean mass, and body mass index (BMI). Results were compared with earlier published evidence of health inequality at ages 9-10 years in Bt20. Consistent predictors of higher fat mass and BMI in fully adjusted models were being female, born post term, having a mother with post secondary school education, and having an obese mother. Most measures of SES were only weakly associated with body composition, with an inconsistent direction of association. This is in contrast to earlier findings with Bt20 9-10 year olds where SES inequalities in body composition were observed. Findings suggest targeting obesity interventions at females in households where a mother has a high BMI.
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INTRODUCTION

Despite the strong established link between socioeconomic status (SES) and health outcomes across the life-course (Marmot, 2005), the evidence for a social gradient in adolescent health outcomes is less consistent (West, 1997). Based on evidence from developed countries, West (West, 1997) suggests that adolescence may be a period in which health inequalities (defined by SES) may become more equal. He suggests that severe chronic diseases are the exception to this rule because they have their origins in early life when inequalities are stronger.

Adolescence is defined as the period of somatic, psychological, social and sexual development that occurs in the 5-10 years after the onset of the adolescent growth spurt in height and weight and the maturation of the hypothalamic-pituitary-gonadal axis. These biological changes are accompanied by increasing engagement in adult social and sexual activities (Bogin, 2013). The explanation for more equality in health outcomes in adolescence has been related to this increasing engagement in adult social activities using a sociological framework, whereby peer or youth culture or sub-culture and school influences become more important during the secondary school years of adolescent life compared to social class or household SES (West, 1997). This suggests that the SES environment external to the household becomes increasingly more important as adolescents spend less time in the home and more time with peers in the school and neighbourhood environments. This is a logical explanation given that adolescence marks the onset of increasing independence from the family, with more time being spent in the community (Allison et al., 1999). Further, West (1997) argues that the
school and peer environment could be more important than even the
neighbourhood SES environment because adolescents tend to identify more
with their peer group culture than with other external forces such as aspects of
the household and neighbourhood not relevant to that culture. This means that
assessing relevant measures of the school, neighbourhood, and peer
environment become more important for assessing inequalities in adolescence.
Critics of West’s hypothesis argue that more equal health outcomes in
adolescence may be an artefact of the data because, for instance, studies use
poor measures of adolescent SES (e.g. adult occupation measures have been
used as proxies for adolescent SES) (Judge and Benzeval, 1993) and/or use
self-report health outcomes, which may themselves be influenced by an
individual’s SES (Davey Smith et al., 1994). Poorly measured SES and/or
health outcome variables have the potential to mask SES effects that may
otherwise exist.

Recently, a number of review studies have explored the relationship between
SES and adolescent health outcomes (Holstein et al., 2009; Starfield et al.,
2002) and found mixed evidence for a relationship, although the balance of the
evidence is more strongly towards inequalities existing rather than not existing.
More specifically focussing on the relationship between SES and
obesity/adiposity, a review by Shrewsbury and Wardle (2008) of 45 child and
adolescent studies (9 of which include only adolescents) from developed
countries between 1990 and 2005 found an inverse association in 6 out of 9
studies for adolescent boys and 1 out of the 9 adolescent studies for girls
(Shrewsbury and Wardle, 2008). Thus, this provides mixed evidence for a link
between SES and obesity/adiposity in adolescence. A separate review paper of
15 studies from developed countries (7 adolescent) specifically studied the association between overweight/obesity and factors in the physical environment, such as built environment and population density (Holstein et al., 2009). Whilst this review found evidence of associations between neighbourhood environments and overweight/obesity in childhood, no such relationship was observed for adolescents. There is much less evidence examining inequalities in adolescent obesity within developing country contexts than in developed countries. The limited existing evidence relating SES to adolescent obesity in South Africa suggests no association or a weak link in boys at the household level (Kruger et al., 2006) and no evidence exists to test the association at the neighbourhood or school level.

Previous researchers studying the link between SES and health outcomes in adolescents have called for a need to use more longitudinal approaches in order to establish how inequalities might develop or become more equal over the early life-course (Starfield et al., 2002). The Bt20 cohort provides a unique opportunity to test West’s hypothesis and to study adolescent inequalities in body composition outcomes taking into account the early life course in a transitioning economy because inequalities have already been studied in childhood. It is therefore possible to compare findings from the earlier childhood analysis with analyses that focus on the adolescent years in the cohort. This earlier childhood work with the Bt20 cohort revealed a positive association between household SES measures taken in infancy and later childhood (ages 9-10 years) with body composition outcomes at ages 9-10 years (Griffiths et al., 2008). The findings showed that the infancy SES environment was more strongly associated with lean mass than fat mass and that age 9-10 year
household SES measures were more strongly associated with fat mass than lean mass. At ages 9-10 years, there was a low prevalence of overweight and obesity in Bt20, with a higher prevalence of malnutrition, thus indicating that the high SES children were advantaged.

The Bt20 cohort were born in 1990, the year that Nelson Mandela was released from prison. In the four decades preceding Mandela’s release, the combined impact of Apartheid and the economic sanctions placed on the South African government by the international community led to extreme inequality (Cameron, 2003). By the late 1990’s, inequality in South Africa remained only second to Brazil (May, 2000). Despite these high levels of inequality, South Africa is currently one of the more developed countries in sub-Saharan Africa (UNDP, 2011) with a higher prevalence of chronic disease than most other sub-Saharan African countries. For instance, World Health Organisation (WHO, 2011) data show that it ranks second in sub-Saharan Africa for its male and female adulthood (aged 15+) prevalence of combined overweight and obesity (68.5% females and 41.3% males with a BMI > 25kg/m²) (WHO, 2011).

The Bt20 cohort present a unique opportunity to test West’s hypothesis within a developing country context because of the comprehensive set of SES measures at the household, neighbourhood and school level, which address some of the earlier concerns of critics of West’s argument about the lack of robust measures of SES. These data also offer the opportunity to test West’s idea that aspects of the school SES environment might more strongly measure inequalities at this age than more traditional neighbourhood SES measures. Using objectively measured outcomes of body mass, lean mass, and fat mass
also overcomes earlier problems of adolescent studies using self report health outcomes. The period of adolescence studied in this paper is limited to age 16 years, which is when participant body composition and community SES assessments were undertaken in the cohort. To test West’s hypothesis in an urban South African context, this paper will examine the association between household/neighbourhood/school SES measures in infancy/ at age 16 years and body composition outcomes at age 16 years controlling for a range of potentially confounding factors.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants
Birth to Twenty (Bt20) is a longitudinal cohort study of 3273 singleton births occurring in 1990 to permanently resident mothers in Johannesburg-Soweto, South Africa (Richter et al., 2004, Richter et al., 2007). At ages 9-10 years, a sub-sample from the cohort (n=429) was enrolled into a longitudinal study assessing factors influencing bone health and body composition. Because the sub-cohort are predominantly African Black this paper focuses on the African Black group because the African White group were not present in sufficient numbers to analyse as a separate group. Bone health participants had more detailed health and SES assessments than the Bt20 cohort. For instance neighbourhood and school measures of SES were not collected on the main cohort at age 16 years. Those African Black participants with data on household/neighbourhood/school SES and anthropometric and dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) data at 16 years were included in current analyses (n = 346, 53% male).
Ethical approval was granted by the ethics committees of the University of the Witwatersrand, South Africa for the primary data collection and Loughborough University, UK for the secondary analyses of the data. The primary caregiver gave written informed consent for their adolescent to participate and the adolescent provided written ascent to participate at 16 years.

**Socio-economic status measures**

During infancy and at age 16 years household SES measures were caregiver assessed using a questionnaire that was based on standard measures used by the Demographic and Health Surveys (www.measuredhs.com). Measures included caregiver’s education and occupation, home ownership and type, and household consumer durable ownership. These are measures that have been commonly used to assess the association between SES and child health or fertility in developing countries according to a review of 67 studies (Bollen et al., 2001). In addition to the most commonly used measures of SES, marital status and water and sanitation provision were also tested in this study. Those not marrying or cohabiting are likely to live in households that have less adults and which are more likely to be female headed. Having less adults in the household results in a higher dependency ratio and potentially reduced resources for expenditure on children. Female headed households and higher dependency ratios have been shown to be associated with higher risk of chronic poverty in the South African context (Roberts, 2001). Bt20 collected information on the type of water and toilet facility and whether it was shared, sole or other type of access. In infancy information was only available on whether the household had inside provision of water and toilet facilities, outside facilities, or a mixture
of both. At age 16 more detailed information was available to allow households to be split into whether they had hot or cold tap water or another source of water as well as whether this source was sole or shared. At age 16 years more detailed information was also available regarding the toilet facilities so that households could be distinguished by whether they had access to a flush versus other type of toilet and whether that access was sole or shared. Sole use of water and toilet facilities is preferable and would indicate a higher SES in this context. Similarly hot water and a flush toilet would be considered the optimal water and sanitation provision. Measures of water and sanitation provision not only capture the SES environment but also disease risk. Where facilities are shared or less optimal (i.e. No availability of hot water) the risk for morbidity will be higher and this may have direct influences on body composition outcomes that are separate from SES effects.

At 16 years of age neighbourhood and school SES were self-assessed using a culturally relevant questionnaire, which was developed by consulting community leaders and Bt20 adolescents/caregivers using focus group discussions and in-depth interviews in 2005/2006 (Sheppard et al., 2010). Based on the findings of this earlier formative work, neighbourhood was defined for all participants as an area approximately 20 minutes' walk or 2 kilometres from home in any direction.

The neighbourhood SES questionnaire included questions relating to; 1) economic aspects of neighbourhoods including neighbourhood wealth, perceived inequalities in wealth, type, condition, and spacing of housing, infrastructure and service provision type and condition of roads, and
neighbourhood problems (e.g. traffic congestion, illegal dumping), 2) social aspects of neighbourhoods including safety, crime, activities for young people, neighbourhood friends, peer pressure, noise, and religious involvement, 3) school environment with questions on school type, facilities, class sizes, out of school activities, and problems (e.g. poor academic standards, alcohol and drug consumption, weapons).

To enable a more parsimonious analysis of SES measures and to avoid problems of multicollinearity, principal components analysis (PCA) was used to construct neighbourhood SES indices. A theory based approach was used to develop seven neighbourhood SES indices as well as two household SES indices and PCA confirmed the appropriateness of grouping these variables together. In each case the first component scores were extracted and the statistical assumption that all Eigenvalues be greater than 1 was met. The first components explained between 27 and 91% of variation. In most cases only one Eigenvalue was greater than 1. However, where there were two Eigenvalues greater than 1 the scree plots showed a clear inflection between the first and second component in all cases meaning that 1 component was extracted for the analysis. Furthermore, the second components for any of the indices were hard to interpret in a theory driven approach to construction because they included both positive and negative values and there was no clear substantive reason that could be found for the variables that were assigned negative values versus positive values in any of the indices. Further details about the composition and fit of the neighbourhood indices have previously been reported (Griffiths et al., 2012). Neighbourhood indices created were; 1) Neighbourhood economic index, 2) Neighbourhood need for more
services and facilities index, 3) Neighbourhood problem index, 4) Neighbourhood crime prevention index, and 5) Neighbourhood social support and happiness index. Two variables (How safe do you feel in the neighbourhood and how much crime is there in the neighbourhood?) did not load well onto any index and were thus retained as individual variables. There were also two school indices identified; 6) School environment index and 7) School problems index. In addition to these neighbourhood and school measures, household questionnaire data were used to construct two indices that measured ownership of consumer durables, the first during infancy and the second at 16 years. Regression factor scores were extracted for each index and tertiles for each index were created. A variable was created to identify adolescents who transitioned from one index of consumer durables tertile to another between infancy and 16 years.

**Anthropometric and DXA-derived body composition measures**

Birth weight and weight and height at 16 years were assessed using standard techniques (Lohman et al., 1991). Weight was measured using digital scales and height using a stadiometer (Holtain, UK). Low birthweight was defined as a birthweight less than 2.5kg. Body mass index was calculated as weight (Kg)/height (m)² and adolescents were classified as normal weight, overweight, or obese using Cole et al.’s (Cole et al., 2000) international age specific cut-off points.

At 16 years of age a fan-beam densitometer (model QDR 4500A; Hologic Inc, Bedford, Massachusetts) was used to obtain DXA readings of body composition. Total body fat mass (FM) and lean mass (LM) were assessed
using the adult software version 8.21 (Hologic Inc) to enable longitudinal follow up with comparable software into adulthood. DXA scans used recommended standardised patient positioning and scan analysis.

Other variables used in the analysis
Caregivers reported the ethnicity of the adolescent as recorded on the official birth notification. Individuals born before 37 weeks gestation were classified as preterm and after 41 weeks as post term. Adolescent’s parity and mother’s marital status and age were self reported during infancy. Adolescent’s reported smoking status (current, previous smoker, or never smoked) at age 16 years and assessed their own pubertal development with the use of picture cards detailing the different stages of the Tanner scales for breasts and genitalia or pubic hair development (Tanner, 1962). Maternal weight and height were available from data that were collected between 2002 and 2004 when the cohort were aged 12-14 years. Maternal BMI was calculated in the same way as for adolescents, but overweight and obesity were defined using internationally accepted cut-offs of >25kg/m² and >30kg/m², respectively.

Statistical analyses
General linear regression was used with outcomes of BMI, FM, and LM, as well as binary logistic regression models that dichotomised adolescents into those who were overweight and obese compared to those who were not. Figure 1 shows the independent variables included in the analysis of body composition outcomes at age 16 years broken down by characteristics of the child, mother, household, neighbourhood or school (displayed on the vertical axis) by age of measurement (horizontal axis). For a number of variables used in the analyses
there was missing information for some cases because of incomplete responses at a data assessment period where the variables were recorded. This was especially problematic for variables like maternal BMI measured at ages 12-14 years where 61 cases did not have this information recorded. To exclude cases that had missing information on any one of the predictor variables in Figure 1, would have reduced the sample size by close to a third. To exclude variables with large numbers of missing cases would have excluded important information available for testing the papers key hypotheses. A decision was therefore made to incorporate this missing information into analyses by creating a missing category where relevant for predictor variables that were included in the analysis. Where a missing category shows a significant association with the outcome, this suggests that the missing group are different to the reference group for that variable. In adjusted models, of all of the missing categories entered only the missing category for term birth was significantly different to the reference group in all three models. This group had a very small sample size. The models were re-estimated without the missing cases for this variable and no changes to substantive findings were observed. The models with all missing cases included are therefore presented in the paper. Multicolinearity checks were undertaken for all variables including for missing cases in the adjusted models using VIF statistics. This ensured that including missing cases did not introduce problems of multicolinearity to the analyses if the same cases were missing for a number of variables.

Initial unadjusted regression analyses explored relationships between each of the measures shown in Figure 1 and each of the outcomes (results not shown). Subsequently multivariable regression analyses adjusted for all variables that
had shown a relationship (p<0.1) with the relevant outcome in the unadjusted analysis. Height was included as a covariate in all FM and LM models to correct for body size. This approach does not have the same flaws as percentage body fat or lean tissue or fat and lean mass indices, which include the fat or lean mass component in both the numerator and denominator and therefore over adjusts for weight (Cole et al., 2008). In addition, sex was included as a covariate in all adjusted models. This means that an initial step of the modelling process (labelled step 0) models sex and height (for FM and LM only) as a predictor of the outcomes. Regression models were then built in steps that added to this initial step 0: 1) significant infancy variables from the initial unadjusted analysis, 2) significant year 16 household and neighbourhood and school SES variables, 3) significant infancy and year 16 variables, and 4) model 3 plus significant other variables. This approach allowed for the effects of the infancy variables and the year 16 variables to be interpreted separately, and subsequently for any mediating effect of the year 16 variables on the association between the infancy variables and the outcomes as well as any mediating effect of the other variables on the association between infancy and year 16 SES variables and the outcomes to be investigated. Where both maternal BMI and weight status measured when the cohort were aged 12-14 years (i.e. normal, overweight, obese) were significantly associated with an outcome only weight status was taken forward to the multivariable analysis. In the FM model there was a problem of multicolinearity between the missing category of the maternal BMI variable and the pubertal status variable. Because the pubertal status variable was not significant in adjusted analysis and the maternal BMI variable was, pubertal status was not included in the adjusted regression model. The VIF statistics confirmed that there were no
further problems with multicolinearity between the predictor variables included in any of the models (results not shown). All analyses were conducted using SPSS 16.0 (Chicago, Illinois).

RESULTS
Descriptive statistics revealed an overweight/obesity prevalence at 16 years of 18.8% (30.4% in girls, 8.6% in boys ($\chi^2 = 26.78$, df = 1, p<0.001)) (Table 1). Cohort mothers were predominantly aged below 30 years at the time of the participant’s birth, were giving birth to their first or second child, had not graduated from high school, and were overweight or obese when the cohort member was 16 years of age (Table 2). At birth, 49% of the cohort lived in rented local authority housing and 48% had outside water and toilet facilities. At age 16 years approximately 18% only had shared access to water and 50% had outside access to sole or shared use of toilet facilities (Table 2). There was fluidity in relative household SES between birth and 16 years with only 38% households remaining in the same tertile of the household consumer durable SES index (Table 2).

Body mass index
As results for the fully adjusted logistic regression models were equivalent to those for the linear model of BMI, only the linear regression results are presented for brevity. The variables shown in Table 3 were found to be significant in initial unadjusted linear regression models of BMI at 16 years and were included into the adjusted regression analysis for BMI. In step one of the BMI adjusted regression model all infancy variables entered into the model apart from the SES index of infancy consumer durables were significant (Table
3). None of the year 16 variables in step two were significantly associated with BMI. When both infancy and year 16 variables were adjusted for in step three, all significant variables in the previous steps retained significance and direction of association, and indoor sole use of running cold water at 16 years became significant. When the model was also adjusted for maternal weight status measured when the cohort were aged 12-14 years, maternal post secondary school education became insignificant. The only significant SES measures associated with BMI in the fully adjusted model were having poorer access to water and toilet facilities in infancy compared to the reference category which was associated with increased BMI and having poorer access to water facilities at age 16 years compared to the reference category, which was associated with a lower BMI. This adjusted model explained 24% of the variance in BMI at age 16 years compared to 10% of the variance in BMI explained by the model with just sex entered as a predictor (step 0).

**Fat mass**

The variables shown in Table 4 were found to be significant in initial unadjusted linear regression models of FM at 16 years and are similar to the list of variables identified for their association with BMI in unadjusted analyses. In step one of the adjusted FM regression model, all infancy variables tested apart from home ownership were significant (Table 4). All of the significant variables in step one were associated with significantly higher FM in all subsequent steps. Of the year 16 variables, only being in the lowest tertile of the index of school environment was significant and only in step two where there was no adjustment for infancy and other variables. The only significant SES measure in the fully adjusted model was having poorer access to water and toilet facilities...
in infancy and having a mother with post secondary school education, which were both associated with increased FM. The final adjusted model (step 4) explained 43% of the variance in FM at age 16 years compared to 31% of the variance in FM explained by the model with height and sex only as predictors (step 0).

**Lean mass**

The variables shown in Table 5 were found to be significant in initial unadjusted linear regression models of FM at 16 years and were entered into the adjusted analyses. All infancy variables entered into the adjusted analyses remained significant in all steps of the model building, although none of the year 16 variables were significant in any step (Table 5). In the fully adjusted model, none of the socio-economic measures were significant, maternal obesity measured when the cohort were aged 12-14 years was associated with significantly higher LM. 66% of the variance in LM at 16 years was explained by the fully adjusted model (step 4) compared to 61% of the variance explained by the model that only included sex and height (step 0).

**DISCUSSION**

Findings show little evidence of a relationship of body composition at age 16 with SES both when looking at the significance of the parameter estimates and the change in adjusted $r$-squared values. Associations have been tested using an extensive range of household, school and neighbourhood SES measures. For all three outcomes the largest change in the $r$-squared value between step 0 (sex and height only model) and step 2 (age 16 predictor variables plus sex and height) is 1%. The changes in the $r$-squared are slightly larger, although
still modest for the difference between step 0 (sex and height only model) and step 1 (infancy predictor variables plus sex and height) with a 9% difference for BMI, 8% difference for FM and a 4% difference for LM. This study’s findings have shown that there does appear to be evidence supporting West’s hypothesis of more equal health in adolescence (assessed using body composition outcomes) in these 16 year old urban South Africans at least based on the SES measures assessed at age 16 years. This is because observed significant differences by SES in body composition outcomes at 9-10 years (Griffiths et al., 2008) are not seen in the analyses presented in this paper at age 16.

SES variables that were found to be significantly associated with the FM and BMI outcomes were measures taken in the infancy period; access to sanitation and water facilities and maternal education. This suggests that if inequalities do exist at this age they endure from the infancy period rather than being created at age 16 years. This is different to what was observed at ages 9-10 years when infancy SES measures were only associated with LM but not FM and BMI. In that earlier work SES measures taken at 9-10 years were more strongly associated with FM and BMI than infancy SES measures (Griffiths et al., 2008). At age 16, those born to mothers with post secondary school education compared to lower levels of education were associated with higher values of FM and BMI (for BMI this was only before controlling for maternal BMI). Eight percent of the cohort had mothers with post secondary school education. For many decades it has been well established that maternal education is associated with improved income and access to resources (Cleland and van Ginneken, 1988). Maternal education is also normally associated with improved
knowledge and subsequently improved child health (e.g. (Cleland and van Ginneken, 1988, Boyle et al., 2006)). However, in South Africa where the Bt20 cohort were born into a climate of a high prevalence of under nutrition and low prevalence of over nutrition it is likely that health messages would have targeted preventing child under rather than over nutrition. Thus public knowledge available regarding obesity was likely limited even for educated individuals. The extra resources available to more educated mothers may therefore have provided a more calorie dense diet, resulting in increased FM and BMI for their offspring before health messages and knowledge regarding obesity were available. There is mounting evidence that lean mass is programmed by growth in utero and the first six months of life (Wells et al., 2005, Singhal et al., 2003), meaning that LM is less likely to be related to current environmental conditions when assessing adolescent outcomes. This may explain why maternal education has been found to be associated with FM and BMI in this study but not LM as environmental conditions are less likely to influence LM by age 16.

Although some household measures of sanitation and water facilities showed some association with BMI and FM, the direction of significance changed between different measures in infancy and at age 16 years. In infancy being in one of the middle ranking SES groups (i.e. sole and shared use of water and toilet facilities) resulted in higher predicted BMI/FM than those who had sole access to water and toilet facilities. In contrast the age 16 SES measure that was significant identified the middle ranking group in terms of SES (having indoor running cold water) to have predicted lower BMI scores than the high ranking group who had both indoor cold and hot running water. This means that
the significance was not linear within the variable at either age i.e. the middle SES group showed significance rather than the category representing the lower end of the SES measure when comparing to the high SES group. There is therefore not a consistent pattern of association with this measure of SES and BMI and FM either within or between the age groups assessed.

Adolescent reported neighbourhood and school SES variables at age 16 years showed some association with BMI and FM in unadjusted models whereas caregiver assessed household consumer durable measures did not. This gives some support to West’s idea that there is a need to measure relevant aspects of an adolescent’s SES environment, which includes their wider social environment. The Bt20 school and neighbourhood SES questionnaire should be relevant to the adolescents as it was developed using input from information gained from Bt20 participants at age 15 years in focus group discussions about relevant aspects of their neighbourhood and school environment (Sheppard et al., 2010). However, even these adolescent assessed neighbourhood and school measures were not significantly associated with body composition in adjusted models. West’s hypothesis was built upon evidence relating to adolescent health inequalities in high income countries and this is the first formal test of the hypothesis within a low and middle income country setting using cohort data.

The findings of this paper are important because they suggest that for body composition outcomes, SES is not strongly driving differences within the adolescent period. It is not yet known whether SES inequalities previously observed in the Bt20 cohort in infancy (Willey et al., 2009) and childhood
(Griffiths et al., 2008), but not during adolescence in the present paper, will emerge in adulthood. We have also not fully assessed the ‘peer culture’ measure that West proposed may be important in adolescence. This aspect would be difficult to assess in the cohort without a qualitative study to fully understand adolescent ‘peer culture’ in the urban South African context to develop quantitative measures of peer culture. It is also possible that besides the original social reasons proposed by West (West, 1997) for more equal health in adolescents, that biological factors also complicate the assessment of health inequalities at this age in this cohort. Such biological factors combined with the rapid social change that has been taking place in South Africa in the post-Apartheid period could influence the findings observed at age 16. Body composition is very heavily influenced by pubertal status. During puberty both boys and girls experience the adolescent growth spurt, but sexually dimorphic increases occur in fat mass in girls and lean mass in boys under the influence of the sex hormones oestrogen and testosterone, respectively (Tanner, 1989, Roemmich and Rogol, 1999). Pubertal status is itself associated with SES, with low SES being associated with later entry into puberty (Tanner, 1962, Adair, 2001). In the South African transitioning context this would likely reduce the BMI and fat mass of the low SES group acquired by age 16, compared to those from the higher SES groups who enter puberty earlier. This is because pubertal development, at least in girls, is associated with increasing fat mass (Bogin, 1999) and body mass index (Kaplowitz, 2008). At the same time, for low SES adolescents (compared to high SES) the transitioning environment could be starting to result in changes to lifestyle behaviours such as increasing access to high fat diets and less physical activity because a significant increase in overweight was observed in the cohort between late childhood and age 16.
years. Low SES groups tend to be more vulnerable to such changing lifestyle factors associated with nutrition transition during periods of transition in middle income countries (Popkin, 2001, Monteiro et al., 2001). The high SES group could also have been provided with more protection from becoming overweight from environmental factors associated with the rapidly changing environment such as being the first to be exposed to knowledge about how to prevent obesity. This would result in the high SES group’s experience of earlier puberty cancelling out the effects of the broader SES environment on body composition and making the SES groups appear more equal at this age. This assertion needs further testing in this South African context because the findings of this analysis show those with mothers with post secondary school education to have predicted higher FM and BMI, suggesting that this community may not yet have transitioned to the usual pattern of increased risk for lower SES groups observed in middle income countries in previous research. Nevertheless, there is a need for researchers to consider the biological context as well as the social context when studying inequalities in adolescent health.

Overweight and obesity are an emerging health problem in South Africa and also in the Bt20 cohort. 18.8% of the adolescents in the present study were overweight or obese, with 30% of females being in this category. This is a 20% increase compared to the documented prevalence at ages 9-10 years in African Black girls in the same cohort (Griffiths et al., 2008). The higher prevalence of obesity in females observed in this study is supported by similar work in another township location in South Africa of adults where female prevalence of obesity was 5.7 times higher than males (Case and Menendez, 2009). The rising prevalence of obesity, especially in females, means that it is important to
understand the factors leading to increased risk for overweight to reduce risk for later chronic diseases in this context. Although we do not find strong associations between SES and the body composition outcomes in this paper, we do show other factors to be important. These include maternal BMI measured when the cohort were aged 12-14 years as well as variables assessed in infancy including for FM and BMI whether the infant was born post term (although this finding is based on a very small sample size and needs further exploration with larger sample sizes) and the infant’s birth weight (LM). Maternal BMI explains 5% of the variance in BMI, 4% for FM, and 1% for LM. Maternal BMI is potentially a marker of genetic potential for obesity, it is also an indicator of a shared obesogenic environment as well as a potential marker in itself of household SES. If we cross-tabulate maternal BMI grouped into normal, overweight, obese and missing with the household SES tertile index assessed in infancy and the household SES tertile index assessed at age 16 years of age, the Chi-squared statistics produced show no statistically significant association. However, maternal BMI is associated with maternal education measured in infancy (Chi-squared value = 16.41, P= 0.012) and the adjusted standardised residuals show that this significance comes from the post secondary school education group being significantly less likely to be normal weight and significantly more likely to be obese. This is the same pattern of association that is shown with FM, BMI and LM in adolescents. This suggests that as well as potential genetic drivers of associations between maternal BMI and adolescent body composition outcomes, that there may also be factors related to the resources associated with maternal education that influence increased maternal BMI as well as adolescent body composition outcomes,
especially in a society like South Africa that has undergone such rapid nutrition transition.

**Limitations**

Previous findings related to attrition in the cohort show no bias in attrition by SES in the first sixteen years of the overall cohort’s life (Norris et al., 2007). However, the specific sub-sample used here for this analysis has a significantly higher SES on some measures compared to the original Bt20 children, thus under-representing the poor (results not shown). It is possible that with further inclusion of the poor group into the analysis that there would have been more of a spread in SES, which may have resulted in more significant findings being observed. Despite differences between this sub-sample and the main cohort, no such differences exist between this sub-sample and the one used in the 9-10 year analysis where SES differences were observed. With alpha set at 0.05 and power at 0.80, the sample size analysed has the statistical power to detect medium to large effect sizes, but is not adequate to detect small effect sizes (Cohen, 1992). Nevertheless the same bone health sub-sample was used to perform the analysis on the 9-10 year old children thus making the findings of the two papers comparable in power for studying change in the effect of the SES measures over the early life-course.

This study also lacks environmental SES measures during infancy outside of the household, which means that it only studies the effect of environmental measures of SES in adolescence. It has not been possible to fully test West’s idea that peer SES may be a stronger influence on health outcomes in adolescence compared to other SES measures because this study’s school
measures did not encompass measures of the social status of peers. When modelling neighbourhood health effects, researchers often use a multilevel approach to control for the clustering of SES characteristics within neighbourhoods (Pickett and Pearl, 2001). However, the definition of neighbourhood used here (within 20 minutes of home) meant that no two households exactly shared a neighbourhood, although they will share some aspect of their neighbourhood with other participants. Not being able to correct for this partial lack of independence could lead to slightly biased standard error estimates. Finally there were a reasonable number of missing cases across the variables used in these analyses, which have been included in the analysis as missing categories. It is possible that results would have changed if information had been available for all of these cases on all variables. However, the only missing group to show significance in the fully adjusted models was for the variable measuring whether the birth was a term birth or not. The significance of model estimates did not change when including or excluding this small number of missing cases (results not shown for the models where the cases were excluded).

**Conclusion**

This study shows evidence of a weaker association between SES and body composition outcomes at age 16 years in this urban South African context compared to studies of the same cohort in infancy and childhood. There was some association between two infancy measures of SES (maternal education and sanitation) and BMI and FM, although the direction of this association was not consistent. Those with the highest levels of maternal education had
adolescents with the highest predicted BMI and FM, whilst those with a middle level of water and sanitation provision had significantly different BMI and FM to those with the highest level of water and sanitation provision. The direction of the association for the water and sanitation variables changed between infancy and age 16 years. Taken together this evidence reveals more equal health in adolescents for the first time in a transitioning setting using longitudinal data. It supports West’s hypothesis of more equal health outcomes in adolescence, although we observe limited evidence for the importance of the school context in shaping inequalities in this South African urban environment. There are both biological and wider societal level social factors that were occurring in South Africa at this time that could go some way to explaining a more equal profile in body composition outcomes at this age in this context. These factors in addition to the original social reasons for less inequality proposed by West (1997) show that adolescence is a complex period to study in relation to SES health inequalities because of the challenge of adequately measuring the social and biological context in which health outcomes occur at this stage in the life course.

There is a need to assess whether inequalities evolve again in early adulthood in this cohort to more fully understand the pattern of inequality beyond adolescence. Furthermore studying change in BMI over the period from late childhood to adolescence and relating it to SES status could add further understanding to how inequalities in BMI evolve through adolescence in transitioning contexts. With the range of variables tested within this study at the mother, household, school, and neighbourhood level, findings suggest that targeting obesity interventions at females in households with a mother who
already has a high BMI and especially to those of higher educational status would target the most at risk for obesity in adolescence within this transitioning context.
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Figure 1 Caption (figure attached in separate file):

Figure 1 Variables measured in infancy and age 16 years that were tested for an association with body composition outcomes at age 16 years in the urban South African Birth to Twenty cohort.